The biomass equation is a critical component in genome-scale metabolic models (GEMs): It is 30 one of most widely used objective functions within constraint-based flux analysis formulation, 31 describing cellular driving force under the growth condition. The equation accounts for the 32 quantities of all known biomass precursors that are required for cell growth. Most often than 33 not, published GEMs have adopted relevant information from other species to derive the 34 biomass equation when any of the macromolecular composition is unavailable. Thus, its 35 validity is still questionable. Here, we investigated the qualitative and quantitative aspects of 36 biomass equations from GEMs of eight different yeast species. Expectedly, most yeast GEMs 37 borrowed macromolecular compositions from the model yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We 38 further confirmed that the biomass compositions could be markedly different even between 39 phylogenetically closer species and none of the high throughput omics data such as genome, 40 transcriptome and proteome provided a good estimate of relative amino acid abundances. Upon 41 varying the stoichiometric coefficients of biomass components, subsequent flux simulations 42 demonstrated how predicted in silico growth rates change with the carbon substrates used. 43 Furthermore, the internal fluxes through individual reactions are highly sensitive to all 44 components in the biomass equation. Overall, the current analysis clearly highlight that 45 biomass equation need to be carefully drafted from relevant experiments, and the in silico 46 simulation results should be appropriately interpreted to avoid any inaccuracies. 47 1 Introduction 48 Constraint-based modelling methods, such as flux balance analysis (FBA), are popular 49 approaches for analyzing cellular metabolic behaviors in silico (Bordbar et al., 2014). Unlike 50 the kinetic modelling, it does not involve complex kinetic parameters and just requires 51 information on metabolic reaction stoichiometry and mass balances around the metabolites 52 under pseudo-steady state assumption (Lewis et al., 2012). Such simplicity of FBA enabled 53 the development and use of hundreds of genome-scale in silico models for several species 54 across all three domains of life for the study of microbial evolution, metabolic engineering, 55 drug discovery, context-specific analysis of high throughput omics data and for the 56 investigation of cell-cell interactions (Bordbar et al., 2014).
3 stoichiometric coefficient for certain metabolites may have significant impacts on the model 73 predictions. 74 Indeed, the accuracy of the biomass equation substantially influences most FBA results 75 as reported in the previous studies; they have examined the global applicability of the biomass 76 equation at various growth rates and substrates (Pramanik and Keasling, 1998) , sensitivity of 77 various components in growth predictions (Dikicioglu et al., 2015; Feist et al., 2007; Koduru 78 et al., 2017) , variations in gene essentiality predictions (Xavier et al., 2017) varied the most across GEMs. We also examined the source of biomass composition used in 109 each GEM to assess their quality. Several components were borrowed from one model to 110 another with S. cerevisiae being the common ancestor (Figure 1B) . Inevitably, such heavy 111 cross-referencing of macromolecular components led to overall biomass composition with a 112 anaerobic (Figure 3) . Collectively, these results indicate that the effect of any error in biomass 145 equation could be more significant across different environmental conditions. We also tested (Supplementary Figure S1) . 152 We then explored the effect of macromolecular compositions on internal flux is shown with an arrow. Note that S. cerevisiae cannot grow under anaerobic conditions with acetate as 314 carbon source. 315
